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TeenHelp's Fortnightly Newsletter
COVID-19 & TeenHelp
(18th March)
Many of us are now having to
spend prolonged periods of time
indoors and perhaps finding it
difficult to feel connected with
the world, but we wanted to let
you know that TeenHelp is open
and we are here for you.

Self-care for a caregiver

http://www.teenhelp.org/forums/

by Cassie (cynefin)

f2-announcements/t159966-

Caregiving, whether it's for the elderly, a child, or a struggling
adult is a rewarding process that can also be quite painful at
times. Read on for self-care tips for a caregiver, or for anyone
else!
Take a break or two. No matter how well things are going,
it's important to take a break throughout the day. Make
some time to sit and process, take a walk with nature, or do
some deep breathing. Try to be present during this time.
Find an activity everyone enjoys. If there is a game or
activity that you both like, make a point to do it more often
if possible. It will keep you both engaged and it could be a
positive way of connecting with your loved one.
Make time for self-care. Breaks can be brief, and helping
someone else with their self-care can make it more
challenging to care for yourself. It might be something
simple, such as taking a few extra minutes in the shower,
listening to music, or treating yourself to a favorite food that
makes all the difference.
Ask for help and support. Some activities like bathing or
outings, for instance, can be too hard to do on your own.
Ask a friend or another loved one to accompany you. Aside
from support with caring for someone, have another person
to lean on or bounce ideas off of. If you aren't up for
communicating with others, try keeping a journal.

covid-19-teenhelp/
New article (29th March)
Ways to cope with heightened
anxiety during the Coronavirus
COVID-19 is currently a major
source of stress around the
world, and looking after yourself
and those you care about is
especially important. Read our
article to find out ways to ease
stress during this difficult time.
http://www.teenhelp.org/forums/
f181-current-eventsdebates/t159987-ways-copeheightened-anxiety-duringcoronavirus/

INTERESTING TOPICS THIS MONTH
Self-quarantine

What kind of Easter candy do you like?

This user, like many others, has to self-quarantine in

Easter is quickly approaching and a variety of candies

the coming weeks. This pandemic is causing a scary

are lining store shelves! What kind of Easter candy do

and difficult time for people all around the world.

you enjoy the most? Share all your favorites here.

Share your thoughts, experiences, or any advice you

http://www.teenhelp.org/forums/f184-food-

may have in this thread.

recipes/t159893-what-kind-easter-candy-do-you-like/

http://www.teenhelp.org/forums/f31-whyme/t159971-self-quarantine/

